
The only refrigerated Light  
Commercial Vehicle 5,5 m³ 
zero emission on the market
Using the design and advantages of the COLIBUS 8 m³, the COLIBUS Cold is the ideal LCV for 
refrigerated delivery in urban areas noise and pollution free!
With its range (148 km cycle NEDC), small footprint for a 5.5 m³ capacity and 500 kg load weight, 
COLIBUS Cold is the specialist for efficient, ecological Refrigerated last mile delivery.

Technology serving Ecology 
L-EM tech® technology allows the creation of an extremely strong and ultra-light chassis/cab 
which in turn allows a load weight and volume equivalent or superior to thermic vehicles with far 
higher kerb weight. Thus huge energy and costs savings for the user.  

A refrigerated body designed for last mile delivery
Large door openings and a low floor configuration allow easy access and for standing room within 
the vehicle which together with numerous load space fitting-out options are designed to cover all 
the requirements of last-mile delivery operators at controlled temperature.
Our patented chassis design technology allows for two access configurations to the vehicle along 
client requirements either lateral or rear. 

Running Costs that seriously challenge conventional vehicles!
L-EM tech® which assures the lightness of the vehicle, when associated with regenerative braking 
permits maximum battery autonomy.
Electricity costs equate to €1 per 100 km! 
The temperature control functions with its own dedicated 6 kwh lithium-ion battery made by E4V.
Its 12 h autonomy allows for a days delivery without recharging.

COLIBUS : A performing asset, Ecological and an Iconic Image maker 
COLIBUS Cold is the only viable alternative to Thermic vehicles for last-mile delivery capable of a 
5.5 m3 load at controlled temperatures.
Easy Access to inner-city areas and a silent respect for residents it will access delivery points at all 
hours of day and night. 
What better way to enhance your company image than with a Colibus - a practical way to move 
your company forward. 

Manœuvrable & 
comfortable
✓  Power Steering
✓  Urban agility
✓  Easy access and low loading 

threshold
✓  Recharges at everyday  

16A 230V plugs

Revolutionary new 
technology
✓  Ultra light chassis L-EM tech®

✓  148 km range NEDC cycle 
benchmark using E4V® batteries 
and Power Train 

✓  100 % electric compressor with 
dedicated battery E4V® 

Cold

100 % electric
Light Commercial vehicle
EU Homologation N1

Qualifies for 
Ecological Bonus 

Cold

The City is Greener with COLIBUS

COLIBUS



✓  Vehicle Warranty 2 years 
parts and labour

✓  Maintenance contract 
available

✓  Battery E4V warranty  
5 years

✓  Ultra-light chassis  
by L-EM tech®

✓  Batteries solutions 
Powered by E4V®

✓  Refrigerated body  
by LAMBERET

COLIBUS Cold
TECHNICAL
Length/width/Height m 4/1.69/2.32

Propulsion Type Electric

Motor Power Kw 15

Battery Type LiFePO4

Recharge time 0 to 100 % hrs 9

Autonomy (cycle NEDC) km 148

Regenerative Braking yes yes

Voltage V 77

Battery Power kWh 15.4

Max speed km/h 80

Payload Kg 500

Load Space m3 5.5

Laden Weight T 1.9

Turning Circle m 5

EQUIPMENT (S-Supplied/ O-Option)
Windscreen heater S

Central Locking S

Cabin heating S

Alloy Wheels O

Autoradio - reversing camera - SatNav O

Passenger Seat O

Load space fitting options O

nouscontacter@colibus-ve.eu
+33 (0)5 31 83 02 00
COLIBUS, a division of Group Univers VE
Univers VE Helem SAS - 14 rue Federico Garcia Lorca - 32000 AUCH

www.colibus-ve.eu

The only refrigerated LCV 5.5 m³ zero emission on the market
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